
7 Oct QM Check In  
1. Check in: Natan, Jordan, Sydney, VC, Grey, Fern, Simon 
2. All  

○ Running projects: 
■ Montreal Pride donation  
■ Gender affirming products order  
■ Remote ordering 

1. Potential new/cheaper source for menstrual cups 
■ E-library  

○ Anonymous submission (from last week)  
■ Former staffer saying there are barriers to our reach:  

1. Suggestion for us to be a queer-straight alliance 
2. Our location isn’t well publicized  

a. Will be better publicized and more obvious when we move 
back into the University Centre, the Peel location was 
inaccessible, but nothing we could do about that 

b. Not sure what we can do to publicize more 
c. We can publicize our space as much as possible when we 

get it back 
3. There’s a feeling of cliquiness  

■ Person left their email, so could send an email to invite to our meetings or 
to a smaller discussion to have more of a dialogue and would help  

■ The purpose of QM is not necessarily made clear from website and social 
media pages 

1. Suggestion to make a clearer post on social media and website 
explaining QM’s activities and goals 

2. Maybe do this by doing a publicized breakdown of our specific 
roles within QM and what we do for the community 

■ Anyone, regardless of identity, is welcome to come to our office, access 
our resources, and attend our events, no questions asked 

1. Functionally, what would change if we were a queer-straight 
alliance? Would mostly change the perspective of the queer space  

2. We don’t come across as a welcoming group to allies 
■ Advertising: clubs can advertise in first year Facebook group and in 

Instagram pages for first years 
■ Maintaining ties with first years has been a big challenge this year due to 

everything being online 
■ Points of action from this feedback:  

1. Contact person (Fern Lou) 
2. Making statement with breakdown of what we do on website and 

post link to it in the “about us” section of our Facebook (Natan) 
○ This week:  



■ Issue of people concerned with showing up to QM based on being afraid 
of being perceived as queer. Suggestion: make it a QSA or GSA to make 
it more open for people show up and have plausible deniability of being 
straight. Other suggestion: run service parallel to our own for allies 

1. We are a service run by queer students, primarily for queer 
students, because that is a service that we feel is needed, but 
allies are welcome to any of our events or to access any of our 
resources.  

2. Concern about LGBTQ+ people having negative experiences in 
GSAs/QSAs because of them catering too much to straight allies 

3. We run differently from a GSA because we’re a service rather than 
a club.  

4. Could start an allies working group that QM would fund. It could be 
more GSA-style meetings for the different perception.  

5. People still have perception that we are the same way we were a 
few years ago 

6. This community is so large and has so much diversity in it, it’s 
difficult to put together a service that feels appealing and 
welcoming for everyone; this is the point of the working groups, to 
try and create spaces for as much stuff as possible 

■ Points of action (from last week); 
1. Make statement explaining more broadly what we are as a service 

■ Points of action (this week)  
1. Start of working group (all that is needed to form working group is 

someone interested in starting one)  
2. Need interest in writing, so Simon can email VC directly  

 
3. Admin  

○ Moving / Building Updates 
■ Still allowed to go, only 2 at a time, wear mask, fill out self-assessment 

form, not allowed to have events on campus 
■ VC will fill out the form so we can get fast pass  

○ Office hours 
■ Make sure the times we put into when2meet are times we will 100% be 

available 
■ Will try to pick times that are spread out throughout the day to be 

accessible to people in different time zones 
■ Let VC know about AM or PM preference if we have one 
■ We will hopefully start office hours week after next 

○ Queer History Month peer drop ins 
■ CL&E doing 2 drop in sessions, one will be run by VC and Chris from 

UGE 



■ Need 2 people on Thursday, Oct. 15 from 2-3PM: Jordan and Grey can 
do it  

■ First year students can come ask questions about resources and hang 
out 

4. Finance 
○ Met with ssmu vp finance 

■ Last year’s purchase order 
1. Keeps being delayed because it keeps being sent to people on 

health leave 
2. Currently in the queue, will get processed 

■ Reviewed budget Sydney made 
1. $16 000 surplus 
2. Most money is for resources 
3. $600 toward furniture in case we need new furniture 

○ Budget draft  
■ https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EGYlbOBy7zz5DSDgWH4YAo

E67qcB6OfIFACMkqAzkjo/edit?usp=sharing 
 

5. Events 
○ Gaymes tonight  
○ Riddles Each week <3 and Hist month fact  
○ open mic night w peer health ambassadors! 

■ October 9th from 5-6 PM  
6. Comms  

○ Confidential 
○ Trans group from UdeM is inviting us to zoom dinner 
○ People are sending me pets! 

7. Resource  
○ Write our job description blurbs 

■ Talked about this already, will send a Google doc 
○ Post mandate on website and link to website on Facebook 
○ CW: breasts  

■ Potential source for breast forms 
■ Most sources very expensive 
■ Potential new source makes them from $20-$30 but low quality and only 

have them in white skin tone 
1. Normally they start at $250  
2. Designed to be put inside bra/holder, not stick on or really 

designed to be seen 
○ Queer Sex Ed workshop with Peer Health Ambassadors 

■ Asked us if we want to collaborate or co-facilitate 
■ Sydney is interested in helping to facilitate 

○ Remote orders 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EGYlbOBy7zz5DSDgWH4YAoE67qcB6OfIFACMkqAzkjo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EGYlbOBy7zz5DSDgWH4YAoE67qcB6OfIFACMkqAzkjo/edit?usp=sharing


■ Setting up a form 
■ Previously open to anyone in Montreal 
■ Can we do international shipping? Probably not because SSMU 

insurance only covers what is in Canada  
 

8. Closing remarks  
○ Fern has issues with logging hours in Dayforce :(  

 
9. Points of action  

○ Sydney:  
■ Figure out how to get conseil LGBT membership payment 

○ Jordan:  
■ Go to zoom call with Natan for QT BIPOC support circles 
■  

○ Grey: 
■  

○ Fern: 
■ Figure out how to link thing on engage mcgill page to actual website 

instead of facebook 
■ Look into McGill instagram pages to advertise on 

1. Instagram pages: McGill2024, see about others 
○ Natan :  

■ Announcement about closing e-library 
■ Write clear description of what QM is for website 

○ VC:  
■ Fill out fast pass form 
■ Figure you when office hours will be  
■ Send email about QHM drop ins  

○ Everyone:  
■ Write a description of your role  


